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§ 7.20 Conflict of interest reviews of
advisory committee members’ out-
side interests.

The Designated Federal Officer of
each NRC advisory committee and the
General Counsel shall review the inter-
ests and affiliations of each member of
the Designated Federal Officer’s advi-
sory committee annually, and upon the
commencement and termination of the
member’s appointment to the com-
mittee, for the purpose of ensuring
that such appointment is consistent
with the laws and regulations on con-
flict of interest applicable to that
member.

§ 7.21 Cost of duplication of docu-
ments.

Copies of the records, reports, tran-
scripts, minutes, appendices, working
papers, drafts, studies, agenda, or other
documents that were made available to
or prepared for or by an NRC advisory
committee shall be made available to
any person at the actual cost of dupli-
cation prescribed in part 9 of this chap-
ter. (For availability of information on
advisory committees, see § 7.14.)

§ 7.22 Fiscal and administrative re-
sponsibilities.

(a) The Office of the Chief Financial
Officer shall keep such records as will
fully disclose the disposition of any
funds that may be at the disposal of
NRC advisory committees.

(b) The Office of the Chief Informa-
tion Officer shall keep such records as
will fully disclose the nature and ex-
tent of activities of NRC advisory com-
mittees.

(c) NRC shall provide support serv-
ices (including staff support and meet-
ing space) for each advisory committee
established by or reporting to it unless
the establishing authority provides
otherwise. Where any such advisory
committee reports to another agency
in addition to NRC, only one agency
shall be responsible for support serv-
ices at any one time, and the estab-
lishing authority shall designate the
agency responsible for providing such
services.

[54 FR 26948, June 27, 1989, as amended at 63
FR 15742, Apr. 1, 1998]

PART 8—INTERPRETATIONS

Sec.
8.1 Interpretation of section 152 of the

Atomic Energy Act of 1954; opinion of the
General Counsel.

8.2 Interpretation of Price-Anderson Act,
section 170 of the Atomic Energy Act of
1954.

8.3 [Reserved]
8.4 Interpretation by the General Counsel:

AEC jurisdiction over nuclear facilities
and materials under the Atomic Energy
Act.

8.5 Interpretation by the General Counsel of
§ 73.55 of this chapter; illumination and
physical search requirements.

AUTHORITY: Secs. 152, 161, 68 Stat. 944, 948,
as amended; 42 U.S.C. 2182, 2201.

§ 8.1 Interpretation of section 152 of
the Atomic Energy Act of 1954;
opinion of the General Counsel.

(a) Inquiries have been received as to
the applicability of the provisions of
section 152 of the Atomic Energy Act of
1954 (68 Stat. 944) to inventions or dis-
coveries made or conceived in the
course of activities under licenses
issued by the Atomic Energy Commis-
sion.

(b) In my [General Counsel, U.S.
Atomic Energy Commission] opinion a
license issued by the Atomic Energy
Commission is not a ‘‘contract, sub-
contract, arrangement or other rela-
tionship with the Commission’’ as
those terms are used in section 152 of
the act. Hence, the mere fact that an
invention or discovery is made by a li-
censee in the course of activities au-
thorized by a license would not give
the Commission rights under section
152 with respect to such invention or
discovery. On the other hand, if a li-
censee has entered into a ‘‘con-
tract,subcontract, arrangement or
other relationship with the Commis-
sion,’’ inventions or discoveries made
or conceived by the licensee under the
contract or other relationship would
come within the purview of section 152.

(c) As used in this section, ‘‘license’’
means a license issued pursuant to
Chapter 6 (Special Nuclear Material), 7
(Source Material), 8 (Byproduct Mate-
rial) or 10 (Atomic Energy Licenses) of
the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, or a
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1 SEC. 11u. ‘‘The term ‘public liability’
means any legal liability arising out of or re-
sulting from a nuclear incident, except
claims under State or Federal Workmen’s
Compensation Acts of employees of persons
indemnified who are employed at the site of
and in connection with the activity where
the nuclear incident occurs, and except for
claims arising out of an act of war. ‘Public
Liability’ also includes damage to property
of persons indemnified: Provided, That such
property is covered under the terms of the fi-
nancial protection required, except property
which is located at the site of and used in
connection with the activity where the nu-
clear incident occurs.’’

2 SEC. 11o. ‘‘The term ‘nuclear incident’
means any occurrence within the United
States causing bodily injury, sickness, dis-
ease, or death, or loss of or damage to prop-
erty, or for loss of use of property, arising
out of or resulting from the radioactive,

toxic, explosive, or other hazardous prop-
erties of source, special nuclear, or byprod-
uct material: * * *’’

3 ‘‘In order to provide a framework for es-
tablishing the limitation of liability, the
Commission or any person indemnified is
permitted to apply to the appropriate dis-
trict court of the United States which has
venue in bankruptcy matters over the site of
the nuclear incident. Again it should be
pointed out that the site is where the occur-
rence takes place which gives rise to the li-
ability, not the place where the damage may
be caused * * * ’’ Report. p. 22.

construction permit issued pursuant to
section 185 of the act.

[21 FR 1414, Mar. 3, 1956]

§ 8.2 Interpretation of Price-Anderson
Act, section 170 of the Atomic En-
ergy Act of 1954.

(a) It is my opinion that an indem-
nity agreement entered into by the
Atomic Energy Commission under the
authority of the Atomic Energy Act of
1954 (42 U.S.C. 2011, et seq.), hereafter
cited as ‘‘the Act,’’ as amended by Pub.
L. 85–256 (the ‘‘Price-Anderson Act’’) 42
U.S.C. 2210 indemnifies persons indem-
nified against public liability for bod-
ily injury, sickness, disease or death,
or loss of or damage to property, or for
loss of use of property caused outside
the United States by a nuclear incident
occurring within the United States.

(b) Section 170 authorizes the Com-
mission to indemnify against ‘‘public
liability’’ as defined in section 11(u) of
the Act. 1 Coverage under the Act
therefore is predicated upon ‘‘public li-
ability,’’ and requires (1) ‘‘legal liabil-
ity’’ for (2) a ‘‘nuclear incident.’’ Deter-
mination of the Act’s coverage, there-
fore, necessitates a finding that these
two elements are present.

(c) In the case of damage outside of
the United States caused by a nuclear
facility based in the United States
there would be a ‘‘nuclear incident’’ as
defined in section 11(o) since there
would be an ‘‘occurrence within the
United States causing * * * damage.’’ 2

The ‘‘occurrence’’ would be ‘‘within the
United States’’ since ‘‘occurrence’’ is
intended by the Act to be ‘‘that event
at the site of the licensed activity * * *
which may cause damage rather than
the site where the damage may perhaps
be caused.’’ (S. Rep. 296, 85th Cong., 1st
Sess., p. 16 1957) (hereafter cited as Re-
port). In section 11(o) an ‘‘occurrence’’
is that which causes damage. It would
be, therefore, an event taking place at
the site. This definition of ‘‘occur-
rence’’ is referred to in the Report at
page 22 and is crucial to the Act’s plac-
ing of venue under section 170(e). 3 027
In its definition of ‘‘nuclear incident.’’
The Act makes no limitation upon the
place where the damage is received but
states only that the ‘‘occurrence’’ must
be within the United States.

(d) Similarly, the requirement of
‘‘legal liability’’ would be met. The
words of the Act impose no limitation
that the liability be one for damage
caused in the United States but, on the
contrary, are exceedingly broad per-
mitting indemnification for ‘‘any legal
liability.’’ In the most exhaustive
study of the subject, it is stated that
the phrase ‘‘any legal liability’’ indi-
cates that liability for damage outside
the United States is covered by the
Act. Atomic Industrial Forum, Finan-
cial Protection Against Atomic Haz-
ards 61 n. 355 (1957).

(e) Thus the precise language of the
Act provides coverage for damage ensu-
ing both within and without the United
States arising out of an occurrence
within the United States. There would
be no occasion for doubt were it not for
a single statement contained in the Re-
port of the Joint Committee on Atomic
Energy on the Price-Anderson Act. The
Report states, at p. 16 that ‘‘[i]f there
is anything from a nuclear incident at
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4 Atomic Industrial Forum, Financial Pro-
tection Against Atomic Hazards, The Inter-
national Aspects, p. 52 (1959).

5 Hearings before the Joint Committee on
Atomic Energy, Governmental Indemnity
and Reactor Safety, 85th Cong., 1st Sess., p.

181 (1957) (hereinafter referred to as ‘‘Hear-
ings.’’)

6 Hearings, p. 168.
7 Hearings, p. 182.
8 Hearings, p. 97. It is significant to note

that Mr. Haugh stated at that point the
problem of the reactor operator who is con-
cerned with any type of liability. He noted
that the insurance contracts would cover
‘‘* * * the instance where * * * something
happen[ed] out of the country and a suit is
brought in the United States on that.’’

9 The Atomic Industrial Forum study notes
that ‘‘[T]o be adequate, the governmental in-
demnity must cover industry’s liability to
residents of the countries who suffer as a re-
sult of an accident at an installation based
in the United States.’’ p. 61. This is certainly
the case and one of the major Congressional
purposes is frustrated should the Act be said
to be unclear on this point. The principal
reason for the conclusion that there is cov-
erage reached in the Forum study is the fact
that Price-Anderson provides indemnity for
‘‘any legal liability.’’ Arthur Murphy, Direc-
tor of the study, in a recent article, has stat-
ed that the confusing sentence in the Report

the licensed activity which causes in-
jury abroad, or if there is any activity
abroad which causes further injury in
the United States the situation will re-
quire further investigation at that
time.’’ This sentence follows an ex-
plicit and lengthy statement that the
‘‘occurrence’’ is an event at the site of
the activity:

* * * The occurrence which is the subject
of this definition is that event at the site of
the licensed activity, or activity for which
the Commission has entered into a contract,
which may cause damage, rather than the
site where the damage may perhaps be
caused. This site must be within the United
States. The suggested exclusion of facilities
under license for export was not accepted.
This is because the definition of ‘‘nuclear in-
cident’’ limits the occurrence causing dam-
age to one within the United States. It does
not matter what license may be applicable if
the occurrence is within the United States.
If there is anything from a nuclear incident
at the licensed activity which causes injury
abroad or if there is any activity abroad
which causes further injury in the United
States the situation will require further in-
vestigation by the Congress at that time
* * *

Read literally, the last sentence would
seem inconsistent with the preceding
statement. It is, however, possible to
read the sentence as consistent with
the preceding statement if it is taken
as indicating a recognition by Congress
of the fact that the statutory limita-
tion of liability to $500,000,000 would
probably not limit claims by foreign
residents to that amount in foreign
courts and that therefore the persons
indemnified were not fully protected
against bankrupting claims, one of the
primary purposes of the bill. 4

(f) The point in question received
scant consideration during the hear-
ings preceding adoption of the bill held
by the Joint Committee on Atomic En-
ergy. A summary of the study of the
Atomic Industrial Forum, cited above,
was introduced into the record of the
hearing and included a conclusion that
the provisions of the bill seemed to
cover the situation. 5 That conclusion

would seem entitled to more than ordi-
nary weight since the Forum study re-
ceived the careful consideration of the
Joint Committee. 6 and the study ref-
erenced a statement from the 1956 Re-
port very similar to the confusing
statement in the 1957 Report noted
above. 7

(g) There was also a rather ambig-
uous colloquy in the hearings between
Representative Cole and Mr. Charles
Haugh in which Representative Cole in-
dicated that the Joint Committee

‘‘* * * will do pretty well if we successfully
protect the American people and property
owners in this country without worrying
about those that live abroad.’’ 8

(h) Congress, in enacting the Price-
Anderson Indemnity Act added to sec-
tion 2 of the Atomic Energy Act of
1954, a new subsection which stated,
inter alia:

In order * * * to encourage the develop-
ment of the atomic energy indus-
try, * * * the United States may make funds
available for a portion of the damages suf-
fered by the public from nuclear incidents
and may limit the liability of those persons
liable for such losses.

This statutory purpose is frustrated if
the atomic energy industry is not pro-
tected from bankrupting liabilities for
damages caused abroad by an accident
occurring in the United States. 9 In the
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is ‘‘ * * * inconsistent with the flat coverage
of any legal liability by the indemnity.’’
Murphy, Liability for Atomic Accidents and
Insurance, in Law and Administration in Nu-
clear Energy 75 (1959). In the testimony be-
fore the Joint Committee last year, Pro-
fessor Samuel D. Estep, one of three authors
of the comprehensive study of Atoms and the
Law apparently relying upon the legislative
history, stated that the problem of a reactor
accident in the United States causing dam-
age in a foreign country was unclear, pre-
sumably since he considered the phrase ‘‘any
legal liability’’ directed at a different prob-
lem. Hearings before the Joint Committee on
Atomic Energy, Indemnity and Reactor Safe-
ty, 86th Cong., 1st Sess., p. 77 (1959); Stason
Estep, and Pierce, Atoms and the Law, 577
(1959). Professor Estep stated that there
‘‘surely ought to be’’ coverage and suggested
a clarifying amendment. His statement that
the phrase ‘‘any legal liability’’ covers only
the question of time restrictions for claims
seems to me erroneous since the language
used, ‘‘any legal liability,’’ seems inten-
tionally broad. Additionally, should this
very narrow reading be given to admittedly
broad statutory language, the Congressional
purpose would be frustrated.

10 Report, p. 11.

11 Pub. L. 83–703, 68 Stat. 919.
12 The terms ‘‘byproduct material,’’

‘‘source material,’’ and ‘‘special nuclear ma-
terial’’ are defined in the Atomic Energy
Act, sections 11e, 11z, and 11aa, respectively.
The terms ‘‘production facility’’ and ‘‘utili-
zation facility’’ are defined in sections 11v
and 11cc of the Act, respectively.

Report, the Joint Committee on Atom-
ic Energy made explicit mention of the
fact that the private insurance to be
provided for reactor operators included
coverage for damage in Canada and
Mexico and, at another point, noted
the Committee’s hope that the insur-
ance contract in its final form would
cover the same scope as the bill. 10

(i) It is my opinion that since the
language of the Act draws no distinc-
tion between damage received in the
United States and that received
abroad, none can properly be drawn. To
read the Act as imposing such a limita-
tion in the absence of statutory direc-
tion and in the light of an avowed Con-
gressional intention to encourage the
development of the atomic energy in-
dustry would be unwarranted. The con-
fusing sentence cited in the Report
must, therefore, be read consistently
with the language of the Act in the
manner suggested above, i.e., as recog-
nizing Congressional inability to limit
foreign liability, or must be ignored as
inconsistent with the broad coverage of
the statutory language.

[25 FR 4075, May 7, 1960]

§ 8.3 [Reserved]

§ 8.4 Interpretation by the General
Counsel: AEC jurisdiction over nu-
clear facilities and materials under
the Atomic Energy Act.

(a) By virtue of the Atomic Energy
Act of 1954, as amended, 11 the indi-
vidual States may not, in the absence
of an agreement with the Atomic En-
ergy Commission, regulate the mate-
rials described in the Act from the
standpoint of radiological health and
safety. Even States which have entered
into agreements with the AEC lack au-
thority to regulate the facilities de-
scribed in the Act, including nuclear
power plants and the discharge of
effluents from such facilities, from the
standpoint of radiological health and
safety.

(b) The Atomic Energy Act of 1954
sets out a pattern for licensing and reg-
ulation of certain nuclear materials
and facilities on the basis of the com-
mon defense and security and radio-
logical health and safety. The regu-
latory pattern requires, in general,
that the construction and operation of
production facilities (nuclear reactors
used for production and separation of
plutonium or uranium-233 or fuel re-
processing plants) and utilization fa-
cilities (nuclear reactors used for pro-
duction of power, medical therapy, re-
search, and testing) and the possession
and use of byproduct material
(radioisotopes), source material (tho-
rium and uranium ores), and special
nuclear material (enriched uranium
and plutonium, used as fuel in nuclear
reactors), be licensed and regulated by
the Commission. 12 In carrying out its
statutory responsibilities for the pro-
tection of the public health and safety
from radiation hazards and for the pro-
motion of the common defense and se-
curity, the AEC has promulgated regu-
lations which establish requirements
for the issuance of licenses (Parts 30–36,
40, 50, 70, 71, and 100 of this chapter)
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13 Pub. L. 86–373, 73 Stat. 688.
14 Atomic Energy Act of 1946, Pub. L. 79–

585, 60 Stat. 755.
15 Sec. 271, 42 U.S.C. 2018.
16 S. 4298 and H.R. 8676, 84th Cong., second

session; S. 53, 85th Cong., first session.

and specify standards for radiation pro-
tection (part 20 of this chapter).

(c) The Atomic Energy Act of 1954
had the effect of preempting to the
Federal Government the field of regu-
lation of nuclear facilities and byprod-
uct, source, and special nuclear mate-
rial. Whatever doubts may have existed
as to that preemption were settled by
the passage of the Federal-State
amendment to the Atomic Energy Act
of 1954 in 1959. 13

(d) Prior to 1954, all nuclear facilities
and the special nuclear material pro-
duced by or used in them were owned
by the AEC. 14 This Federal monopoly
of atomic energy activities was due in
large part to the use of atomic energy
materials and facilities in our national
weapons program, and the large capital
investment required for their develop-
ment. The Atomic Energy Act of 1954
permitted private ownership of nuclear
facilities for the first time, but only
under a comprehensive, pervasive sys-
tem of Federal regulation and licens-
ing. That Act recognized no State re-
sponsibility or authority over such fa-
cilities and materials except the
States’ traditional regulatory author-
ity over generation, sale, and trans-
mission of electric power produced
through the use of nuclear facilities. 15

As interest grew in the private con-
struction of facilities and the use of
atomic energy materials, and the num-
bers of persons qualified in the field in-
creased, questions arose as to the role
State authorities should play with re-
gard to the public health and safety as-
pects of such activities. Several bills
were introduced with respect to Fed-
eral-State cooperation in 1956 and
1957. 16 An AEC proposed bill which
would have authorized concurrent radi-
ation safety standards to be enforced
by the States was forwarded to the
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy in
1957, but was never reported out. Fi-
nally, in 1959, legislation was enacted
whose purpose was to promote an or-
derly regulatory pattern between the
Federal and State governments with

respect to regulation of byproduct,
source, and special nuclear material,
while avoiding dual regulation (see sec-
tion 274a). That legislation added sec-
tion 274, the so-called Federal-State
amendment, to the Atomic Energy Act.

(e) Section 274 (42 U.S.C. 2021) author-
izes the Commission to enter into an
agreement with the Governor of any
State providing for the discontinuance
of regulatory authority of the Commis-
sion with respect to byproduct mate-
rials, source materials, and special nu-
clear materials in quantities not suffi-
cient to form a ‘‘critical mass.’’ How-
ever, section 274c (42 U.S.C. 2021(c)) pro-
vides that the Commission shall retain
authority and responsibility with re-
spect to the regulation of:

(1) The construction and operation of
production or utilization facilities
(note: this includes construction and
operation of nuclear power plants);

(2) The export and import of by-prod-
uct, source or special nuclear material
or production or utilization facilities;

(3) The disposal into the ocean of
waste byproduct, source or special nu-
clear materials; and

(4) The disposal of such other byprod-
uct, source or special nuclear material
as the Commission determines should,
because of the hazards or potential haz-
ards thereof, not be so disposed of with-
out a Commission license.

(f) The amendment, in providing for
the discontinuance of some of the
AEC’s regulatory authority over
source, by-product and special nuclear
material in States which entered into
agreements with the AEC, made clear
that there should be no ‘‘dual regula-
tion’’ with respect to those materials
for the purpose of protection of the
public health and safety from radiation
hazards.

(g) Section 274b of the Atomic Energy
Act (42 U.S.C. 2021(b)) states that:

During the duration of such an agreement
it is recognized that the State shall have au-
thority to regulate the materials covered by
the agreement for the protection of the pub-
lic health and safety from radiation hazards.

Section 274k (42 U.S.C. 2021(k)) states:

Nothing in this section shall be construed
to affect the authority of any State or local
agency to regulate activities for purposes
other than protection against radiation haz-
ards.
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17 1959 U.S. Code Congressional and Admin-
istrative News, v. 2, p. 2879.

18 Id. at pp. 2882–3.
19 As noted above, regulation of construc-

tion and operation of production or utiliza-
tion facilities was one of the areas reserved
to the AEC. It is clear from the legislative
history of section 274 that control of ‘‘oper-
ation’’ of such facilities includes the regula-
tion of the radiological effects of the dis-
charge of affluents from the facilities. (Hear-
ings before the Joint Committee on Atomic
Energy on Federal-State Relationships in
the Atomic Energy Field, 86th Cong., first
session, 1959, p. 306.) AEC regulations imple-
menting section 274 recognize that intent by
defining facility operation to include the dis-
charge of radioactive effluents from the fa-
cility site (10 CFR 150.15).

(h) In its comments on the bill that
was enacted as section 274, the Joint
Committee on Atomic Energy com-
mented that:

It is not intended to leave any room for the
exercise of dual or concurrent jurisdiction by
States to control radiation hazards by regu-
lating byproduct, source, or special nuclear
materials. The intent is to have the material
regulated and licensed either by the Com-
mission, or by the State and local govern-
ments, but not by both. 17

In explaining section 274k, the Joint
Committee said:

As indicated elsewhere, the Commission
has exclusive authority to regulate for pro-
tection against radiation hazards until such
time as the State enters into an agreement
with the Commission to assume such respon-
sibility. 18

(i) It seems completely clear that the
Congress, in enacting section 274, in-
tended to preempt to the Federal Gov-
ernment the total responsibility and
authority for regulating, from the
standpoint of radiological health and
safety, the specified nuclear facilities
and materials; that it stated that in-
tent unequivocally; and that the enact-
ment of section 274 effectively carried
out the Congressional intent, subject
to the arrangement for limited relin-
quishment of AEC’s regulatory author-
ity and assumption thereof by states in
areas permitted, and subject to condi-
tions imposed, by section 274. 19

(j) Thus, under the pattern of the
Atomic Energy Act, as amended by sec-
tion 274, States which have not entered
into a section 274 agreement with the
AEC are without authority to license

or regulate, from the standpoint of ra-
diological health and safety, byprod-
uct, source, and special nuclear mate-
rial or production and utilization fa-
cilities. Even those States which have
entered into a section 274 agreement
with the AEC (Agreement States) lack
authority to license or regulate, from
the standpoint of radiological health
and safety, the construction and oper-
ation of production and utilization fa-
cilities (including nuclear power
plants) and other activities reserved to
the AEC by section 274c. (To the extent
that Agreement States have authority
to regulate byproduct, source, and spe-
cial nuclear material, their section 274
Agreements require them to use their
best efforts to assure that their regu-
latory programs for protection against
radiation hazards will continue to be
compatible with the AEC’s program for
the regulation of byproduct, source and
special nuclear material.)

(k) The following judicial precedents
and legal authorities support the fore-
going conclusions: Northern California
Ass’n, Etc. v. Public Utilities Commis-
sion, 37 Cal. Rep. 432, 390 P. 2d 200
(1964); Boswell v. City of Long Beach,
CCH Atomic Energy Law Reports, par.
4045 (1960); Opinion of the Attorney
General of Michigan (Oct. 31, 1962);
Opinion of the Attorney General of
South Dakota (July 23, 1964); New York
State Bar Association, Committee on
Atomic Energy, State Jurisdiction to
Regulate Atomic Activities (July 12,
1963). No precedents or authorities to
the contrary have come to our atten-
tion.

[34 FR 7273, May 3, 1969]

§ 8.5 Interpretation by the General
Counsel of § 73.55 of this chapter; il-
lumination and physical search re-
quirements.

(a) A request has been received to in-
terpret 10 CFR 73.55(c)(5) and 73.55(d)(1).
10 CFR 73.55(c)(5) provides:

Isolation zones and all exterior areas with-
in the protected area shall be provided with
illumination sufficient for the monitoring
and observation requirements of paragraphs
(c)(3), (c)(4), and (h)(4) of this section, but not
less than 02. footcandle measured hori-
zontally at ground level.

(b) The requester contends that the
regulation is satisfied if 0.2 footcandle
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is provided only at the protected area
boundary and the isolation zone. The
language of the regulation is clearly to
the contrary. It requires not less than
0.2 footcandle for ‘‘all exterior areas
within the protected area.’’ This regu-
lation helps effectuate the monitoring
and observation requirements of 10
CFR 73.55. For example, 10 CFR
73.55(c)(4) states that ‘‘All exterior
areas within the protected area shall
be periodically checked to detect the
presence of unauthorized persons, vehi-
cles, or materials.’’ In the absence of il-
lumination, such checking could not be
fully effective.

(c) The requester also asks whether
the illumination requirement extends
to the tops and sides of buildings with-
in the protected area. To effectuate the
monitoring and observation require-
ments cited above, illumination must
be maintained for the tops and sides of
all accessible structures within the
protected area. This interpretation is
consistent with that given by the Com-
mission’s staff to affected licensees and
applicants at a series of regional meet-
ings held in March of 1977 and will be
reflected in forthcoming revisions to
NUREG 0220, Draft Interim Acceptance
Criteria for a Physical Security Plan
for Nuclear Power Plants (March 1977).

(d) 10 CFR 73.55(d)(1) provides in per-
tinent part: The search function for de-
tection of firearms, explosives, and in-
cendiary devices shall be conducted ei-
ther by a physical search or by use of
equipment capable of detecting such
devices.

(e) The requester contends that until
‘‘equipment capable of detecting such
devices’’ is in place, a licensee need not
comply with the search requirement,
but can utilize instead previous secu-
rity programs. This contention is based
on the first sentence of 10 CFR 73.55
which provides in pertinent part that
the requirements of paragraph (d) of
that section shall be met by May 25,
1977, ‘‘except for any requirement in-
volving construction and installation
of equipment not already in place ex-
pressed in (paragraph)(d)(1) * * * ’’
Under this sentence only those require-
ments of paragraph (d) which involve
‘‘construction and installation of
equipment’’ do not take effect on May
25, 1977. Because a ‘‘physical search’’

does not require ‘‘constuction and in-
stallation of equipment’’, implementa-
tion of such searches is required on
May 25, 1977. The regulation provides
alternative: ‘‘the search function * * *
shall be conducted either by a physical
search or by use of equipment * * *.’’
Thus when appropriate equipment is in
place, the search function need not in-
volve a physical search.

(f) The paragraphs above set forth in-
terpretation of regulations; they do not
apply those regulations to particular
factual settings. For example, no effort
is made to state what lighting system
might be used for a given facility; all
that is stated is that a system must
provide not less than 0.2 footcandle for
all exterior areas within the protected
area. Similarly, no effort is made to
define what is an adequate ‘‘physical
search’’; all that is stated is that, in
the absence of appropriate equipment,
such searches must begin on May 25,
1977.

[42 FR 33265, June 30, 1977]
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